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PREAMBLE 

My personal experience as a co-founder and member of the Association Just Change since 2010, has 

led me to deal with several people living in poor conditions in the historic districts of Lisbon. This 

association aims to combat poverty housing in Lisbon through small interventions in dilapidated 

habitations. Just a Change was the starting point for this thesis, which I have considered to be a good 

opportunity to evidence the small-scale projects in historic centres, where inhabitantd should be 

considered as the top priority of any urban regeneration policy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

On the preservation of the ancient fabric of cities, one must begin with a reflection regarding the social 

dimension: its residents. The protection of historic neighbourhoods cannot be treated separately from the 

populations that inhabit them and build up the neighbours’ identity. People (the social fabric) are an asset 

of the location (physical tissue) and must be considered in the rehabilitation process, since they maintain 

the identity of the place itself and represent the collective memory of many generations. It is necessary to 

value aspects such as the existence of neighbourhood, community life and neighbourly relations that 

have been lost in recent decades in several locations. These social dynamics are essential, not only to 

preserve/ retain/ maintain the local population, but also to enhance the city where they are integrated, 

contributing to an authenticity that has important social, cultural and economic benefits. 

In this context, the main objective of this dissertation is to understand a new phenomenon that has been 

taking place in Lisbon over the last years concerning small-scale intervention in historic districts, which 

reveals a new perspective over urban restoration (in the scenario of construction’s market contraction), 

based on two case studies, with the intent to define a methodology for decision support, that combines 

the intervention priorities with the available funds. 

Initially, this dissertation aims to explore	   some national and international examples of good practices in 

urban restoration, particularly regarding the importance of preserving the social fabric. 

Afterwards, it presents an analysis of two innovative cases in Lisbon that concern	  small interventions in 

dilapidated houses, introducing significant improvements in the lives of its inhabitants: the project of a 

non-profit association (Just a Change), and the social intervention project Artéria, held in conjunction with 

the city council and acting in local technical offices of the city's historic neighbourhoods.  

Finally, the study converges to an evaluation model for the method and options of each project to provide 

conclusions about their suitability, through a comparative perspective, allowing the suggestion of a new 

methodology of decision support for future developments of these initiatives. 
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II. URBAN REHABILITATION - CONTEXT 

From the standpoint of old centres, the twentieth century was marked by the Second World War (1939-

45) and consequent economic, social, demographic and political transformations. The resolution of these 

problems began, in many cases, by the simple demolition of urban areas and rapid expansion into the 

suburbs. Thus far, not only it has triggered the phenomenon of urban renewal, generaly characterized by 

demolition and replacement of existing buildings for new construction, as it also despised major qualitive 

care in the surrounding urbanization, due to the need to accommodate the entire population affected by 

war. 

The late 1960s and the beginning of the next decade was essentially marked by a growing environmental 

concern upon the awareness that natural resources scarcity.  

The evolution of urban renewal in the 80s was characterized by the expansion of the scope and its 

objectives of action, with extension of the social, democratic and environmental context. This has raised 

environmental awareness and the perception that cities expansion was rather a shody than a quality one, 

emphasizing the need to qualify the existing city and control its expansion. 

The nineties saw the crystallization of many concepts and ideas that had been gradually emerging in the 

previous decades. The need to move towards rehabilitation happens to be an advantageous alternative, 

both in economic and environmental terms compared to new construction and urban sprawl, no longer 

seen as an obstacle to development. 

 

In Portugal, the level of destruction of historic centers did not equal other European contries during the 

Second World War. However, this event did not fail to provoke significant economic, social and political 

changes in the country, which led to a state policy for building reconstructions. 

Before "Estado Novo" (1933-74), and the period that followed the implementation of the regime, the 

practices related to the protection of architectural objects were treated separatly, focusing on stylistic 

unity and "historical parts" of the form and image of the building over a given period. However the 

evolution of international concepts initiated a transition to other conceptions which first recognize the 

authenticity of heritage value, the importance of having a wider perspective (citywide), and the need to 

integrate and think the social aspects of interventions. 

In a very broad sense, one can say over the last four decades several local development initiatives have 

taken place in Portugal, adapted to the local context. This initiatives have begun to emerge in the 70s 

with the stand out PRID Program (Recovery of Degraded Properties), the PRU Program (Urban Renewal), 

the PRAUD Program (Recovery of Degraded Areas), the RECRIA (Special Regime for partial support 

recovery Leased Properties), and continued later with the REHABITA (System Support Recovery in 

Housing Areas Older urban), the RECRIPH (Special Regime for Reimbursement and Funding in the 

Recovery of urban Buildings on Horizontal Property Regime), the SOLARH Program and finally the 

PROHABITA and PROREABILITA Programs. 
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However, many of these initiatives were too ephemeral and have never been adequately supported form 

a financial standard. A special note to the important role of Local Technical Offices (GTL) in the late 80s, 

which mission was to develop rehabilitation projects in urban areas of historical value. The work of GTL 

was mostly based on the recovery of buildings, financial management, rehabilitation and social support to 

the population. It was also responsible for a new process of urban regeneration. Along the work of GTL, it 

was realized that rehabilitation can only be successful if it is held ogether with the inhabintants and for the 

inhabitants. Despite all the benefits it has implemented, one can sight three improvment opportunities of 

its practices: the first related with the field level, the second of coverage and flexibility, and the third 

related with the funds scarcity. 

 

III. THE HUMAN FACTOR AS CRITERIA FOR URBAN RENEWAL 

The importance of people in an intervention is related to the fact that they constitute the very richness 

and identity of a place, although they often don´t realize that. For this to happen gradually, it is essential to 

promote public participation in decisions (to avoid social conflict) and to take all opinions and interests 

into consideration all perspectives, especially of those that are primarily affected. Ensuring access to 

decent and adequate housing for all, implies improving the environment and quality of life of the 

population, keeping in place the most disadvantaged people and improving the quality of public spaces 

for the common good. 

In this sense, a new phenomenon has been raising over the past decades: gentrification, which consists 

in replacing the local population by an external one that carries a lifestyle of its own. This exchange 

promotes physical and social upgrading and reuse of the historic centers of neighborhoods, starting 

therefore new processes of recomposition of its socio-spatial texture. It is through this appropriation of 

the middle class at the expense of the working classes, who come deep into the social fabric of a place. 

These new residents have very different lifestyles and rarely intersect with the former residents because 

they don´t work in the same places, use the same mode of transport or frequent the same restaurants or 

public spaces. They have different family structures and also reveal different expectations and aspirations 

towards the community and the alleged social mix. 

Another major problem of revitalization in historic centers is the negative impact that tourism has been 

causing in many places. In recent years, urban tourism has been steadily increasing, and cities as Venice 

have became authentic "museums" where, contrary to what the Charter of International Tourism refers,  

the concern is about selling the image of the historic center by benefiting the tourists instead of the needs 

of the local population. 

To combat these problems and mantain people in place, the concept of urban acupucture has been 

adopted in many places. This concept was developed by Jaime Lerner and aimed, through small-

targeted interventions, to improve the sustainability and quality of city life. Although the impact is not 
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immediate, these small interventions sparked a macro change. It is a very appropriate strategy to historic 

disctrics that benefits the area both socially and culturally, creating a new energy that is expanded by that 

site.	  

 

IV. REHABILITATION IN HISTORIC DISTRICTS 

	  
The historic districts usually have a cohesive physical infrastructure and a rich urban image which makes 

them an important economic and social resource as cultural heritage. The case of the experience of 

urban regeneration in Bologna, in the sixties, had a totally innovative approach, which strongly influenced 

later interventions not only in Italy but also in several other European countries. Facing the challenges of 

the time, the main objective of the Bologna plan was to safeguard the heritage and maintain a large 

population in the city center. It was the first time that local people had an important role in the 

rehabilitation process at an international level. The Bologna approach was innovative on several levels: it 

was the only European plan that advocated non-expansion of the city, because it threatened the quality 

of urban life; the local population was an essential element that has been taken into account in the city 

planning; the ancient fabrics were used because they were a cultural asset which had its own identity; 

affordable housing in the city center were created to allow the permanence of the poorest, and finally it 

was the first time that the rehabilitation of an old fabric was included in a global development project that 

comprises the central areas and the rural surroundings, while being completely connected to urban 

planning. 

In Portugal, we can find the case study of Urban Renewal of Barredo, which was held at the end of the 

60s, in Porto, that proposed the preservation and recovery of the Ribeira district. This study, coordinated 

by the architect Fernando Távora completly exceeded the idea of a backup plan or a project intervention. 

It was innovative approach for being the first portuguese initiative aimed to foster a true municipal urban 

regeneration policy, but also because it have influenced, through its principles, the following experiments 

such as the successful GTL Guimarães.  

The true urban regeneration policy is related to the fact that the asset value of Barredo encompass the 

community that inhabits it, and is not restricted to your physical space. There was an obligation to 

promote economic and social development of the population. The proposal aimed to preserve the 

identity of the area, highlighting the role of socioculaltural and residential area. This was the first 

intervention in Portugal where social issues have received a particular emphasis. 

 

The GTL Guimarães strategy has mainly focused on trying to keep the resident population, providing 

them better conditions in their homes, looking at the same time to act the way authentic as possible in 

the built heritage. 

This intervention was constantly adapted to local circumstances, always integrated both the objectives 

and scales of operation, proximity to the population, dedicated to finding creative ways to solve problems 
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encountered whilst maintaining a realistic and pragmatic planning, technical rigor and ensuring the 

maximum exemplary public works, which is complemented with a strong investment in mobilizing private 

action. 

 
 
 
V. EXPERIENCES OF CONCRETE ACTION - CASE STUDIES 

Fund for Social Architecture 

The Fund for Social Architecture (FAS) is a nonprofit association established in 2013 dedicated to urban 

regeneration in the Castle district in Lisbon. The processes seeks to: know the territory of action; act in 

degraded building in a sustainable way, in order to save and recover it; propose and implement new uses 

for vacant spaces, create new dynamics and strengthening local experiences and neighborhood 

networks; combine architecture and citizens through active and integrated participation of the population 

in the processes; promote cultural, artistic, recreational and social activities as the aim of boosting the 

socio-cultural community life enrichment and foster networks of local partnerships for development 

projects, having one common goal: local development, leveraging existing resources and more capital 

gains. 

Just a Change 

Just a Change is a non-profit association that aims to combat poverty and social exclusion in Portugal. 

The association targets two types of final beneficiaries, the people and institutions who remodel their 

"homes" and young volunteers who are trained and engage in volunteer acitvities. These volunteers will 

become a basis for the sustainable growth of our society, accustomed to regard  others’ needs. 

Most funds are obtained through street performances and the selection of beneficiaries is initiated 

through other institutions who have direct contact with neediest. The associaciation counts with 150 

volunteers committed to the project - young Portuguese students who contributed every week to change  

the life of a person, family or institution needed. 

The main innovative aspects of the project include the simple participation requirements; direct contact 

between volunteers and beneficiaries and finally the focus on Portuguese providers and receivers of the 

project results. The number of people living in disadvantaged conditions is increasing. Thus, using the 

work of Portuguese to Portuguese to combat the crisis in Portugal, Just a Change are struggling for a 

better country through work, commitment and dedication. 

Artéria 

Artéria is a studio of architecture, founded in 2011, that develops projects within the urban rehabilitation 

field that considers to be tapped and to which has been given poor response, taking into account the 

needs and opportunities of great interest on the national scene. The projects researches new ways of 
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living, appropriating and transforming existing spaces. Its is based in the parish of St. Christopher and St. 

Lawrence and their projects are mainly intended to act over Mouraria. 

At the end of 2012 comes the "Grant for Minor Repairs", the result of the interest of the Town Council of 

Lisbon and Support Office for Priority Intervention Neighbourhood (GABIP) in Mouraria district that 

intended to produce small interventions in degradated houses. The format and principles of this new 

project have been extensively discussed, but after all Artéria accepted this challenge with a total budget 

of € 15,000.00. Initially Artéria studied the program 'Urban Acupuncture', created in 2011 by the City 

Council, guided by Parish Councils and aimed at small-scale interventions in order to guarantee minimum 

living conditions of private households. The "Grant for Minor Repairs" project can be considered a micro-

project of urban acupuncture inserted in the Community Development of Mouraria quarter Plan. The aim 

of this project was to improve the habitability, accessibility and well-being of Mouradia neighbourhood of 

the population with low economic resources. 

 

VI. ANALYSIS OF MODELS OF INTERVENTION I COMPARATIVE STUDY 

Survey and typing of existing issues 

The need to classify the existing problems came from the conclusion that Artéria took along the 

implementation of their project (Artéria, 2013): if the project had continued, it would be crucial to typify the 

problems and solutions to build type procedures, particularly applicable to the Mouraria quarter of the 
district, taking into account the buildings, their age and the general needs of its inhabitants. 

Before starting to typify the problemas and the priorities it is important to clarify that Just Change acts in 

several areas of Lisbon, instead of one only, unlike "Artéria" that is focused on Mouraria district. Just 

Change does not classify the age of the building, it just solve the problems and needs of those who live in 

degradated conditions. The case studies are different, but interventions are mainly focused on historical 

neighborhoods and the problems encountered, as we will verify later, are very similar. Both interventions 

are flagged by Parish Councils. 

Data Analysis 

1. Artéria 

Interventions made by "Artéria" encompassed different scales and intended to respond to different 

problems, from small interior repairs to roofs. Although the total sample of households where "Artéria" 

intervented is not too extensive, one can conclude that the most renovated splits in a total of 10 houses 

were made in rooms and kitchens, followed by the bathrooms, storage rooms, common stairs and 

toppings. The types of work performed in this project are very different from each other, which does not 
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appear in the statements of Just Change. Being so, one cannot conclude that the project of "Artéria" has 

invested more into one kind of work than into another. However, most interventions were based on 

painting walls and on the application of finishing mass. 

2. Just a Change 

Just the Change presents a much larger sample than "Artéria" interventions in relation with a total of 24 

houses. Although it is not focus in a area, the problems that the association finds are usually very similar 

to "Artéria" and many of them are relate to issues of health, infrastructure and finishes. 
In terms of the nature of the splits arranged, Just a Change has a higher incidence in rooms, followed by 

the bathrooms and subsequently rooms and kitchens. The bathrooms also feature often signs of 

degradation mainly due to humidity and lack of ventilation. 

Regarding Types of Work performed by Just a Change, we conclude that in 100% of the works were 

held paintings on the walls and ceilings. This is due to the fact that the association has no cost to paint 

that uses because it is sponsored by Cin. Furthermore, it is not just a job that takes too long to realize, 

and it also makes a lot of difference in the appearance of the split and in the life of the beneficiary. Often, 

painting  rooms has a large repercussions on people's live as they feel better in the "new" space. 

Afterwards there are the issues of infrastructure and health. Many of the houses found by association 

don´t have the minimum requirements in terms of infrastructure, particularly with respect to problems that 

have to do with electricity. There are also problems of missed or damaged gas and finally the lack of 

equipment in the bathrooms as flush toilets. 

Through Data Analysis, were grouped the existing issues and came to the following classification: 

Structural Issues; Hygiene issues (humidity, temperature, ventilation); Infrastructure issues (water, 

sewage, electricity, gas); Security issues (Theft, Fire safety); Accessibility issues (ramps, stairs, Sponsors); 

Finishes issues (paints and coatings) and Furniture issues. 

Definition of Priorities 

Despite all problematic typified above, there are some higher priority than others, althought many times 

the interventions doesn´t follow these precedents. Below is the list of existing problems in order of priority: 

Structural Issues; Infrastructure issues (water, sewage, electricity, gas); Hygiene issues (humidity, 

temperature, ventilation); Questions Security (Theft, Fire safety); Issues of accessibility (ramps, stairs, 

Sponsors); Issues finishes (paints and coatings) and finally issues Furniture. 

Intervention Model 

Based on: the definition of priority in interventions; the classification of work performed by Just a Change 

in each category and the historical costs associated with each type of intervention, we built a cost model 
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that enables to take notes of necessary work while visiting the house, and get in the end the cost of 

intervention associated to these works. 

In cases where the amount available to intervene in housing is less than the sum of the housing needs, 

this model also indicates which priority interventions for which there is funding and what interventions for 

which the amount available is not enough, and thus has to stay out the intervention. 

This model was constructed in Excel and contains two worksheets: the first sheet contains a table ("Table 

of Values") which includes the unit prices of materials and unit prices of labor. The second sheet contains 

the model itself, and it is typified by order of priority, all possible interventions to be performed. Through 

the sequential filling, depending on the priority, the needs of housing, this model calculates in real time 

the cost of each intervention and also shows the accumulated cost, until you reach the limit of the 

available budget. Finally, the model provides a "Summary of Cost of Interventions" for each of the defined 

categories, as well as the final value. 

	  

Simulation Model 

Model 

       1. Infraestructure Units Labor (s/n)  Cost  
Acumulated 

Cost 
Gas heater 1 s   250.00 €    250.00 €  
Basin 0 n   -   €    250.00 €  
Watter Tap 0 n   -   €    250.00 €  
Toilet 0 n   -   €    250.00 €  
Lamp 1 n   4.00 €    254.00 €  
Tub Light 0 n   -   €    254.00 €  
Electricity Supply 0 n   -   €    254.00 €  
Power Switch 0 n   -   €    254.00 €  
Mdf Door 0 n   -   €    254.00 €  
Toilet Pan 1 s   122.99 €    376.99 €  
Window 0 n   -   €    376.99 €  

       
2. Healthyness m2 Labor (s/n)  Cost  

Acumulated 
Cost 

White Pladur 0 n   -   €    376.99 €  
Pladur Hydrophobic 0 n   -   €    376.99 €  
Pladur for roof 12 n   31.44 €    408.43 €  
MDF Plate 0 n   -   €    408.43 €  
XPS Plate 0 n   -   €    408.43 €  
White Acrylic Plate  0 n   -   €    408.43 €  

       
3. Safety and Acessibi l i ty Units Labor (s/n)  Cost  

Acumulated 
Cost 

Handrail  0 n   -   €    408.43 €  
Handrail Ki 2.5 s   72.49 €    480.92 €  
Pushbottom 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Bell  0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Bell Kit 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Key Lock 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Puller 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
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4. Finishes  m2 Labor (s/n)  Cost  

Acumulated 
Cost 

Morter of waterproof 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Glaziers Bitumen 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Mass Finishing Sival 0 n   -   €    480.92 €  
Mass Filler 1 n   3.03 €    483.95 €  
White Ink Dyrup 12 n   4.80 €    488.75 €  
White Ink Luxens  0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
Beije Ink Luxens 0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
Varnish for Wood 0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
Tiles 0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
Wood Ink 0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
Floating Wood 0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
Wallpaper 0 n   -   €    488.75 €  
 
       

5. Funiture  Units Labor (s/n)  Cost  
Acumulated 

Cost 
Individual Sofa 1 s   84.00 €    572.75 €  
Sofa (2 persons) 0 n   -   €    572.75 €  
Sofá (3 persons) 0 n   -   €    572.75 €  
Dining Table + 2 Chairs 0 n   -   €    572.75 €  
Dining Table + 4 Chairs 0 n   -   €    572.75 €  
Small Bookshelf 0 n   -   €    572.75 €  
Big Bookshelf 0 n   -   €    572.75 €  
Single Bed 1 n   59.99 €    632.74 €  
Double Bed 0 n   -   €    632.74 €  
Kitchen Cabinet 0 n   -   €    632.74 €  
Horizontal Kitchen Cabinet 0 n   -   €    632.74 €  
Wc Shelf 0 n   -   €    632.74 €  
Individual Mattress 0 n   -   €    632.74 €  
Double Mettress 0 n   -   €    632.74 €  

 

 

 

 

 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis aimed to understand the importance of small-scale interventions in the quality of life for 

residents of historic districts in the context of urban regeneration in the city of Lisbon. 

At first it was raised the question of urban regeneration, finding that through different international 

meetings and conventions, this concept has been gradually expanded, covering areas such as 

economic, social, historical, cultural and environmental, and giving rise to new concepts such as 

Summary of Costs Interventions 
  Infrastructures   376.99 €  
  Healthyness   31.44 €  
  Security and Acessibility  72.49 €  
  Finishes   7.83 €  
  Furniture   143.99 €  
  Total:     632.74 €   
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gentrification. Several programs have emerged in Portugal to support urban renewal from the 1970s, 

which essentially promoted conservation and enhancement of the historic districts. The important role of 

local technical offices in the safeguarding of historic city centers and the extension of the scope of urban 

renewal is highlighted. 

Secondly, through the analysis of international case study of Bologna or national cases of Ribeira Barredo 

and Guimarães, we sought to understand the dynamics of a real urban regeneration policy: strengthening 

the social fabric and the local economy; renovating buildings and rehabilitate in a low-cost approach; 

looking for resources and capital gains that promote the distinctiveness of the area when compared with 

others; fostering direct participation of the population in creating intervention programs in their territory; 

creating partnerships and funding models for institutions, associations and local organizations, which 

work in collaboration with the local population; among others. 

In the third step of the work it was addressed the social dimension of urban regeneration, recognizing the 

importance of housing but especially the importance of population in the historic centers, seeking to 

understand phenomena such as gentrification and the impact of tourism, noting that through strategies 

such as "urban acupuncture " it is possible to make small interventions with significant impact and ensure 

the permanence of the local population. 

The case studies analyzed enabled a better understanding of the problems present in the homes of the 

historic neighborhoods of Lisbon. The survey of the types of work performed led to a subsequent 

classification and prioritization of existing problems, which lead to the proposal of a hierarchy of priorities 

for action: the most important issues in housing are structural, then infrastructures, followed by questions 

of health, safety and accessibility, and finally finishing and furniture. 

The analysis done allowed to realize that most of the work done by Artéria was related to issues of 

infrastructure, security and finishes, with a higher incidence in bedrooms, kitchens and bathrooms, and 

an average cost of 1050 euros. These actions resemble those priorities also defended in this dissertation. 

Concerning the Just a Change association, it is clearly visible that it solves problems that do not always 

follow pre-defined priorities and is focused on issues of finishes, followed by infrastructure, with the 

highest incidence in the rooms and bathrooms. The average cost of interventions is 220 euros. 

An intervention model was developed latter on, from the above definition of priorities, as well as from the 

survey of all the work done so far by the Just Change association and the project "Grant for Minor 

Repairs", by Artéria. 

Through the prioritization of intervention by nature of work, and using a decision model, supported by a 

database of job history and values of the two case studies, the model that was developed in this thesis 

aims to contribute to decision support in the development of other projects of small-scale interventions in 

historic districts. 


